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It is known from S. Andreadakis (Proc. London Math. Sot. 13) 15 (1965), 
239-268) and S. Bachmuth (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 122 (1966), 1-17) that for a 
free 3-nilpotent group F of rank n the map Aut F+ Aut F is not onto. It is proved 
here that for F countably intinitely generated the map is onto. C 1988 Academic ~rcss. 

Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTIOS 

Jacob Nielsen [ 1 I] investigated the mapping class group of closed 
2-dimensional orientable manifolds. That paper is interesting due to its 
group theoretical contents. It was shown that every automorphism of some 
quotient group c/IV of a free group F is induced by an automorphism of 
the free group. The investigation of similar situations has continued since 
1962 when A. W. Mostowski [7] proved that all automorphisms of an 
abelianised relatively free group r/F’ are induced from the free group E In 
1985 it was proved by Bachmuth and Mochizuki [2’] that for a finitely 
generated free metabelian group G of rank > 3 all automorphisms of G are 
induced from the free group F. A similar statement is true for G free 
nilpotent of class 2, but is not true for the nilpotency class n 2 3; i.e., not all 
automorphisms of G are induced from the free group [l, 21. 

It was natural to extend these results for the groups infinitely generated. 
In 1978 it was proved by R. Swan in [3] and then in [S] that all 
automorphisms of an infinitely generated free abelian group are induced 
from the free group. 

In this paper the same follows for a free infinitely generated 2-nilpotent 
group. Our main result concerns 3-nilpotent free groups for which unexpec- 
tedly all automorphisms are induced from the free group in the case of 
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countably infinite rank. We give here sufftcient conditions for the relatively 
free group of infinite rank to have all automorphisms induced from the free 
group. 

2. NOTATIOM AND PRELIMINAR!ES 

By F we denote an absolutely free group of a finite or countably infinite 
rank. If it is necessary to fix the rank we write F,. The relatively free group 
in a variety _V we denote by F(y) or by R As usual [x, J] = .x-‘J.-‘x~~:: 
G’= [G, G]--,QG), yn(G)= [y,-,(G), G]. 

If Aut G is the automorphism group of G and V a characteristic sub- 
group in G, then there exists an obvious homomorphism Aut G -+ Aut G/V, 
and every r E Aut G induces an 5 E Aut G/V. We say that C? can be lifted to 
x. We are interested here in the case when G is free and Vc G’. Since 
Nielsen, it is known that the map Aut F, -+ Aut(I;;t!Fb) is onto. 

THEOREM 1 (cf. [3: 51). For a free group F of any infinite rank the map 
Aut F -+ Aut t;;iF’ is onto. 

In the case when V=;:,,(F) and only for F tiniteiy generated the 
following is known. 

THEOREM 2 (cf. [l, 21). The map Aut F-+ Aut F+,(F) is onto. 

THEOREM 3 (cf. [l: 21). The map Aut F-+Aut I;ilil,JF) is not onto fur 
n >4. 

We shall show that in the case when n = 4 and F is infinitely generated, 
the situation is entirely different. 

Let VC W be two characteristic subgroups in G and suppose that in the 
row Aut G -+O Aut G/V--+’ Aut G/IV the maps a6 and 6 are onto. We 
formulate then the obvious fact. 

LEMMA 1. The map cs is onto if and onl): if for ez;ery 2 E Ker 6, 5 can be 
lifted to an x E Aut G. 

We denote Ker(Aut F, -+ Aut F,IF:,) by K,. 

THEOREM 4 (Nielsen-Magnus [lo, 6-J). r it1 Fq we fix the base 
XL{ > then K, is generated b>* the automorphisms qf the types 
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Kjk: 
xi + Xi[Xj, x,], i#j#k#i, 
x,+-XI, t # i, 

K ’ 
i 

xj -+ Xi[Xi, Xj], i# j, 
,j ’ x, + x,, t # i. 

The Kjk, KC we call Nielsen-Magnus automorphisms. The kernel of the 
map Aut F, -+ Aut F&:,(F,) we denote by K; because of 

THEOREM 5 (cf. [l, 21). K:, is the commutator subgroup of K,. 

THEOREM 6 (cf. [7]). In a free nilpotent group G every endomorphism 
which induces the identity! map in G/G’ is an automorphism. 

COROLLARY 1. rf F is of finite rank then Ker(Aut E/y,(F) + Aut f/F’) is 
generated by the maps git:en below which change only one letter, say Xi, 
leacing z,, t # i, fixed: 

E&: xi + .f,[Xj, Xk], if j#k#i, 

q: -7ci + fi[Xi, Xj], if j: 

q: x; + .fi[,fj, Xi], i # j. 

It is worth noting here that taking the bars off gives us the 
automorphisms Kjk and Kb in F, but K$ is not an automorphism in F. Still 
the automorphism Rjj of c/ix(F) can be lifted to the automorphism (Kk.)-‘: 
xi -+ xi[xiF sJ: ‘1: since modulo y,(F) this is equal to xi[xj, xi]. Because of 
Lemma 1 this proves the Theorem 2. 

COROLLARY 2. [f F is of finite rank then Ker(Aut rtii4(F) -+ 
Aut [Pi3(F)) is generated by all maps of the form 

R&,: Si + ?ci[i,, z,, X,]: r #s, 

.Tj --) xj, j# i. 

Those automorphisms which can be lifted to F build a subgroup which is 
generated, by Theorems 5 and 4, by commutators of the Nielsen-Magnus 
automorphisms. This subgroup we denote by Fq as the image of Kq. 

3. LI-PROPERTY 

The purpose of the next two paragraphs is to show that the variety of 
3-nilpotent groups satisfies two special properties. We consider F finitely 
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generated with the fixed basis ?cl, x2, . ..’ xc,. In a variety _V the - 
corresponding free group F has the basis X-,, _I 2: . . . . f .Yq. 

DEFINITION. The variety 1’ has LI (lifting identity)-property if for every 
natural number q and every i E Aut FF which is induced by an z E .4ut F the 
following implication holds: if ‘A: .‘ci -+ -Vi for i < k: then x can be chosen to 
satisfy x: .Y; + .Y; for i < k. 

The variety of abelian groups satisfy the LI-property because every 
matrix of the form 

E, * 
( ’ 0 */ 

can be changed into E, by elementary transformations, which leave the first 
k columns fixed. 

The relation similar to that given in Lemma 1 holds also for LI-property: 

LEMMA 2. If V < W d F and Ef satisfies the LZ-property, then the curie& 
y satisfies the LZ-property iffor et:ery 2 E Ker(Aut E!V -+ Aut c/W) which is 
induced bj; an 2 E Aut F the implication holds: if 5: Xi -+ -Yiy id k, then x can 
be chosen to satislv x: xi -+ xi, i < k. 

Proof. = Let QE Aut E/V and D be identical for ?ci7 i d k. Then ,!J induces 
p E Aut f/W which, because of the LI-property can be lifted to fi E Aut F. 
identical on xi, i < k. Now /l induces j7’ E Aut F/V so that fi = ,!?5 for an 
37 E Ker(Aut F/V -+ Aut F/W) which is also identical for xi, i < k. This gives 
the result. 

LEMMA 3. The uariet?; of 2-nilpotent groups sa?is$es the LZ-property. 

Proof. Because of Lemma 2 we consider %E Ker(Aut F/y3(F) -+ 
Aut FF’). By the Corollary 1 j7 is a product of the automorphisms which 
change only one generator and hence need not change Xi, i < k, if X does 
not. Since their liftings do the same we get the result. 

To prove the LI-property for the variety of 3-nilpotent groups we need 
to find generators of the subgroup Fq of induced automorphisms in 
Ker( Aut &;~)i’;:~( F) --+ Aut E$J~(F)). 

LEMMA 4. The subgroup R; is generated, jtir q 2 3, by automorphisms of 
the given j&e tJ*pes a( ijkr) = R&, b(ijr) = R’;,,? c(ijk) = R;kej, d([ir) = RiiiR&, 
e(Jr) = R;.,,R;j,. 

ProoJ: We need to calculate essentially different commutators not equal 
to 1 of the Nielsen-Magnus generators modulo T;~(F). We place them into 7 
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sets according to the position of the top index at the bottom. [cj, Fis] = 
R:sj: [xjr, &] = Rf,,, [& ei] = R$, [K& &] = Rtsj. These commutators 
give automorphisms of type a without the top letter at the bottom. 
[& Rj,] = Ri,;, [ej, K$] = Rfi,, [Rj/, &] = Ri!, [e,, E{,] = Rf,; are the 
automorphisms of the b. [Ri, f$] = R.6, CR;,., I$] =$,, [Kjr, Tj] = Rb, 
[(Jr, Qr] = R:,, are type c. We get also d(ijr) = [&, Kir] = Ri,,R&, e(ijr) = 
[Fj,, E{,.] = Rj,.,R$, -f(g) = [gj, &] = RQ,RC and g(ijrs) = [I$, E{s] = 

R:,, R$ . 
Since we calculate modulo yl( F), we have R,i,l= R,, and RirjRrjiRji, = 1, 

then f(ij) = Rk,RC= R;liRLiR$jR$iRJir = d(irj)-’ d(jri) b(rji) and g(@x) = 
Ra, R$ = ( R:si Rj,) R& = Rtsi( R;,, Rf,.,)( RF,, Rss) = b( irs) d(ri.s) d(rjs) ~ ’ 
which finishes the proof. 

Our next aim is to show that the variety of 3-nilpotent groups satisfies 
the LI-property. So we are interested to know if it is possible for a 
non-trivial product of automorphisms a, b, c: d: e each of which changes Xi 
(i is fixed), not to change ,Yi. Such products exist and we shall show that 
they are equal to other products of automorphisms where the factors also 
do not change Xi. 

We recall now that the automorphism a(ijkr) multiplies Zi by 
[x,, x,, Z,] which is either a basic commutator or its inverse or product of 
two basic commutators by Jacobi identity. In any case the basic com- 
mutators have 3 different letters not equal to Xi. The automorphism b(ijk) 
multiplies Zi by [Tj, XkY Xi] which can be written through basic com- 
mutators with three different letters, one of which is necessarily Xi. The 
automorphism c(ijk) multiplies Xi by [z,, 2,: .Fj] which is the basic com- 
mutator or its inverse on two letters and without Xi. So no cancellation 
between a, b, c is possible. An automorphism of type d can multiply Xi by 
two different commutators, namely, d(jir) gives [X,, Xi, Zi] which is basic 
or its inverse on two letters, with two Xi. The second factor of d(ijr) mul- 
tiplies .fi by [Xi, Zj, S,]. The basic commutator of this type on three letters 
with one Xi we had previously, as a factor of b(ijr). This leads to the fact 
that the product d(rij-’ d(jir) b(ijr) leaves Xi fixed. We need to lind all 
such situations when the product of automorphisms leaves fi fixed. Since 
between the basic commutators which differ by number of the entries equal 
to .Ci or by arity no cancellations are possible, we need to consider the last 
automorphism e(ijr) or e(C). The first multiplies Xi by [Xi: .?,., X,] and the 
second by [?c,, ?ci, X,]. They are basic commutators or inverses which did 
not occur before and the only possibility we have is e(ijr) e(sir): Xi-+ Zi, 
which is a product of automorphisms that leaves Zi fixed. 

THEOREM 7. The carietJ of 34lpotent groups satisfies LI-property. 

ProoJ Because of Lemmas 3 and 2 it is enough to show that if Jim R 
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and Q: xi -+ Xi for i 6 k then ti is induced by an a E .4ut F, such that 
K xi -+ xi for ~‘6 k. Since the Y is, by Lemma 4, a product of 
automorphisms of types a, 6, c, d: e we need to consider the situation when 
the factors change ;Yi but their product 5 leaves -‘ii fixed. It follows from the 
previous discussion that the only possibilities are X = ti(ri_i)-’ d(jir) b(ijr) 
and 5 = e(@) e(sir). We can see that in the first case X =f(rj) = [K& K*{.] 
as follows from the proof of Lemma 4. This means that ? is induced by 
CJ$, K!r] which also leaves xi fixed. In the second case j =e(.sj,) = 
[FT~: Ki,] which also can be lifted to [Kf,: Kjrj, which leaves s: fixed. This 
mushes the proof. 

4. &i-PROPERTY 

Let F be a free group in a variety v with the base ,?i ) Z-,, . . . and F,” be the 
free group with the base Xi, X,, . ..) x,. 

DEFINITION. The variety r has the EA (extended automorphism j- - - property if for every map X: Xi -+ xici, Ci~ FL, t< 4 ds, there exists an i’, 
q d s < r, such that 5 can be extended to an automorphism of FV induced by 
an automorphism of F,. 

The varieties of abelian and 2-nilpotent groups satisfy the EA-property 
even for I’ = q because by Theorem 6 the map 2 is always an automorphism 
and by Theorems 1 and 2 every automorphism can be lifted. 

THEORE~L~ 8. The cariety of 3-nilpotent groups satisf?es the EA-property 
foF" r=si 1. 

ProojI 
- - Let 5: -Yi -+ xici, Ci E Fb, i< q. Every Ci is a product of com- 

mutators of weights 2 and 3. The element xici can be also achieved as the 
image of Xi under a product of automorphisms of types K?$: ei, Kji, and 
R,& for ,‘, k, s possibly equal to i. By the Corollary 1 each Kz, can be lifted 
to F. If Riks has a form a, b, or c from Lemma 4, it also can be lifted; if not, 
we use X,, Y = q + 1, to lift R& as d, e or g by means of multiplying it by 
R’, .+ x, namely Rjii R$ = d( irj), Rf R$ = e(irj j, R& Rkr, = g(irkjj. The proof is 
complete. 

5. THE MAIN RESULT 

In ihis paragraph F,x is the countably generated absolutely free group 
with the fixed base 3c1, x2, . . . . For a given variety y> ( VG F’) we write F, 
for F&V and fix the base X1, 2,: . . . . Our main result gives sufficient con- 
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ditions for the map Aut F, + Aut F, to be onto. This will imply that 
every automorphism of the 3-nilpotent free group F, can be lifted, which is 
not true in the case of F,,. 

Following H. Neumann [S] we represent an a E Aut F by a vector 
cl= (a,, as: . ...) ) where I: xi + ai. For 5 E Aut F we use bars. 

THEOREM. The map Aut F, -+ Aut F, is onto if y satisfies the LI- and 
EA-properties. 

Proof We consider Aut F, -+ Aut F, + Aut F,/F’, . By Theorem 1 
and Lemma 1 it is enough to show that if 5 E Ker(Aut F, + Aut F,/F’,), 
then 2 can be lifted. So we consider ji= (xrci, x2c2, . ..) for E[EF’. We 
denote also XiCi= a,, 5 = (ai, a,, . ..). T o s h ow that ji can be lifted we need 
to choose such representatives ai E ti,, to get r = (a,, a2, . ..) E Aut F,. 

Having 2 = (a,, Z,, . ..) fixed we shall build in F, a sequence of 
subgroups 

Xf,CATiCRf2C ..’ CXfkCA+xltk,,C . ..) (1) 

where X, = gp(.Cr , X2, . . . . x,), A, = gp(ti,, a,, . ..~ a,), and t, = 1. Then we lift 
the sequence to F, taking corresponding contraimages 

J-r, = A T, cX,,c ... cXmcArkcXlkc,~ . . . . (2) 

This will help us to choose the required representatives ai E ai. 
To get the sequence (1) we need to define only the numbers tk and Tk for 

k 3 1. We introduce 5-l = (6,, 6,, . ..) and apply it to the sequence (1). then 
we get 

(3) 

Let t, = 1. If t, is defined we take Tk to be a minimal natural number 
such that tk < Tk and the map p: -Yi + 6,, i< t,, can be extended to an 
automorphism of 1,: which can be lifted. Such a Tk exists by the EA- 
property. Similarly, if Tk is defined we choose minimal tk+ 1) Tk < t, + 1, 
such that the map v: Xi + a,, i < Tk, can be extended to an automorphism 
of Xl,+,. So. the sequence (1) is defined. 

Since by the EA-property the automorphisms p and v can be lifted, there 
exist Nielsen transformations M, and Nk + i, k > 1, such that 

M,(X,, . ..) x,,, x,,+,, . ..) xQ)= (6L, . ..) b,,: gkfI, . ..) ii;,,, (4) 

Nh-l(X1, . ..) ,YThr, ,Yrk+ 1, . . . . Xl,_,) = (a,, . . . . a,, lcTi+l, . . . . Wfk+,). (5) 

If necessary, we may suppose that Mk acts identically on Zi, i> Tk, and 
similarly for N, + 1 . 
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By applying 5 to (4) we have 

This helps to see that 

M,X’l;+ ;(-u,, . ..) ST,,,) = (X,, . ..) .f,,: ii,,+ 1, . ..) u r;., “‘Tk;;c L: . ..) Erlm,). (7) 

Similarly, from (6) and (5) we have 

Because of the LI-property M,N,+ L is identical for id t, and ;Vx-+ :M,- ! 
is identical for i < T,. 

We now lift the sequence (1) to the group F, . The Nielsen transfor- 
mation M,N,+ , applied to the base I~: x2! . . . in F, lets usI because of (7). 
choose representatives USE tii for tk + 1 < i< T,, and representatives +C;E \Tj 
for rk+ l<i<t:,+,, k 3 1. Because of (7) in the group Xtkei = 
gp(.v;. . . . . X:i&i) we have another base x1* . ..~ .Y~~, ZI,,+!, -..) li7;;, 
XT& + , ) . . . . II’,;,- j. If we now take -4, = gp(x:, . ..? xzx’ ~1,~ + 1, . . . . u,,) then the 
sequence (2) is defined as a lifting for (1). 

Now we can choose inductively the required representatives cig tii. such 
that a,. . ..~ a,;. generate ‘4 Tk freely. In A,, we define these generators by 
M,YX,) 112, . ..~ UT!) = (a,, . ..~ a.,). Let the base a,, . ..~ ill-, be chosen. Then 
x II, , has a base a,, . . . . CZAR: 1~~~ + 1, ...j II’,, -, and A rk_ i has the base as in the 
right side of (8 ). without bars. By applying (X!, + r MI, T 1 )- ’ we get 
Li. :: . . . . aT,. . . . . 0 r, _ , , where the first T, elements are the same as were chosen 
earlier because N,? r M, + r acts identically for i < r,. So the vector 
.z = (Q,- Q 2, ~~.) gives the lifting of ? which finishes the proof. 

Now since the variety y4(F) has, by Theorems 7 and 8, LI- and -- 
LA-properties we have proved 

THEOREM 9. Ezery automorphim of the 3-G’potent countaD@ generated 
-free group is induced by an automorphism of the absolutely -free group. 

It is shown in [l, 2) that the same is not true for finitely generated free 
3-nilpotent group. So we give an example of an automorphism 2 E Aut F, 
which cannot be lifted to F, but can be lifted to F,. According to [I: 
Theorem 3.11: the automorphism X= Ri,, in F of a finite rank cannot 
be lifted to F of the same rank. Since R:2i RT,:= [&I;,, Kt,] can be 
iifted, it is enough to lift R:,, or its inverse. We note that Rz:, can be 
written as an infinite product R:,? = R;!z,(R:zi R:jz) R:,,(R&,R% . . ~ = 
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w4211 d4w w5w gww- = w:,, ~:~iw:~, K:,IcK:,, K:,I 
[K&, K!&] . . . . We consider three infinite products of every third com- 
mutator U=n[l$,K:,], i=4,5 ,..., .!Y=n[Kzi+, ,,K$ii], i=2,3 ,...: 
T=n[K;j-:,Kfj-, J, i=3,4 ).... These products are automorphisms in 
the free group F of infinite rank because they can be written as products of 
eight simultaneous elementary automorphisms [4] which explains the 
required lifting of R::,. 
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